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Red Wheat 
Sam Ohden, Merchant

Red wheat futures have been steadily sliding 

lower during the month of November, 

dropping to around 50c in the HRS pit and 

85c in HRW compared to November 1st. 

Flat price has been influenced by the latest 

headline from the war in Ukraine and other 

macro-economic developments. Barring any 

new fundamental inputs, I expect that we’ll 

find futures supported around the current 

levels as cash markets and calendar spreads 

are showing strength. Spring wheat basis has 

shown improvement recently as domestic mills 

cover early 2023 needs, and the PNW and US 

Gulf are finding some new export demand 

from Iraq. Winter wheat, on the other hand, 

has softened slightly in the Midwest, but to 

this point it has not materially impacted PNW 

tributary regions. In fact, domestic wheat 

values have been so firm relative to the global 

wheat market that a major wheat miller has 

purchased vessels of wheat from Europe to 

import to the southeast US.

As we move forward into the twilight of 2022, 

I expect that we will find PNW export volumes 

still heavily suppressed due to cheap Australian 

and Canadian offers,. A also expect we will see 

domestic milling markets remain nimble with 

their grind and blend as relative cash price 

spreads between HRS and HRW fluctuate.
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Our values relative to the rest of the world continue to weigh on our ability to make export 

sales. We have more than enough export capacity, however we are not priced to get it sold. I do 

not see this changing near term which is making it difficult for prices to rally. Also, Russia and 

Ukraine continue to cover some of the Egyptian and Pakistan business. They will cover much 

of this cheap wheat business when they choose to do so again, making it difficult for prices to 

rally. We continue to see some buyers push shipments out where they can, to not carry what 

they perceive to be high priced inventory. In addition, the many overseas millers are looking for 

cheaper alternatives where they can which does nothing to support values. One bright spot is 

that our domestic market remains strong helping to support values. This will continue through 

at least new crop

As I expected, wheat harvest news out of Australia reports better yields in the West and better 

quality in the East than earlier thought. We are also hearing some talk of better-than-expected 

proteins in some areas. Final quality numbers have yet to be determined, but there is still time 

to see things change. What this tells me is that the Nov USDA forecasted export number of 26.0 

million metric tons (MMT) for Australia is too light. I believe they will meet or exceed the 27.53 

MMT exported last year. This will mostly impact our Soft White export opportunities and it may 

impact some of our Red Wheat opportunities as well, if they find the protein. 

Canadian CWRS offers continue to be well below our HRS values. It was great to see the 

three cargoes of HRS and one cargo of HRW sold to Iraq a couple of weeks ago, in a U.S. only 

tender. However, in the next Iraq tender a week later calling for either U.S., Canadian, or 

Australian origins, the U.S. missed out. Iraq purchased Aussie and Canadian at roughly $55 per 

metric ton ($1.50 per bushel) below where the U.S. traded a week earlier. There is still some 

head scratching going over why they really paid the premium. There is a memorandum of 

understanding between the U.S. and Iraq, but the purchase was still a surprise to the market. 

Short story is that it will be difficult for prices to move higher given the price levels others 

around the world are willing to sell. 

Another couple of weeks of slow exports and little grower selling has kept white wheat 

markets stagnant. Unless we see a major change in demand, we are trading under $9.00 with 

little reason to break out to either side. Australia is into harvest, and reports are better than 

expected. There are some quality issues in the red wheat area but no major issue yet to report 

for the white wheat which competes with our soft white. Routine business continues, and 

we are ahead of last year’s exports pace; this should get us to 168-175MBU by the end of the 

year. Stocks remain tight so this should keep prices steady. Moving forward, I don’t see any 

big moves upward without more unrest in the Black Sea or some major weather issues. Club 

premiums are starting to look weaker as supply appears to be bigger than anticipated. More 

demand will be needed to keep premiums at current levels. (It is never to early to start looking 

ahead; check with our buyers for 2023 pricing tools and ideas.) 

INTERNATIONAL Wheat
Ron Williams, Merchant

Soft White Wheat
Steve Yorke, Merchant
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Oilseeds
Kevin Chang, Merchant

IICE January Canola futures closed 

Wednesday night at CAD 9, this was higher 

than the previous session at CAD 845.50. 

The inverse in January and March officially 

took off a month ago, but it has been 

down-trended to par since the last wire. 

Although Canola has been up-trending for 

the past 60 days, it finally reached the low 

end of $800s. Canola pricing has trended 

sideways for five months and has traded 

in the $800-$900/MT range. Periods of 

upward price momentum came from crush 

processing, profitability, and previously 

bought China program, where strong cash 

basis and futures inversions do the work. 

Speculative money flow and chart patterns 

provide the jerk in canola price swings to 

each extreme within this broad trading 

range. At this time of writing on Thursday, 

the market is tanking significantly, 

including soy, Canola, and soybean oil; this 

is caused by a smaller expected biomass-

based diesel blending mandate proposed 

by Environmental Protection Agency last 

night, 11/30/2022. The market was hoping 

for a 1 billion gallon higher than a reported 

mandate. Currently, the vegetable oil 

market is in panic selling mode. 

Chart of JAN CANOLA Futures 

Chart of JAN Soybean oil Futures 

Chart of MAR Soybean Futures 
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Pulses and Edible Beans
Ryan VanPevenage, Merchant

Lentils
The market continues to slump with lacking global demand. We have seen buyers running 

with low stocks due to multiple years of high prices and expectations of things to continue 

to downtrend back to average values. Throughout the holiday, buyers remain quiet, but we 

would expect several rallies in the spring that could pose for good marketing opportunities. 

FieldPeas
Demand has kept steady back to maintain a rather flat market since harvest. The USDA has 

gone through a fiscal year change and lacking USDA tender business has forced market to 

post recent weakness to maintain large premiums for yellow peas. China continues to feed 

other grains aside from peas. 

Chickpeas
Chickpeas have gone through a period of strength with sub-continent India buying large 

volumes for Ramadan, but seemed to have slowed up as shipment period will no longer 

arrive for the holiday. Stocks continue to be tight but if demand continues to follow 

throughout the new year, those values could weaken as well. 

Dry Beans: 
As Mexico harvest has fully finished and what they have assessed appears to be very 

problematic, we have seen buying begin. The quantity that buyers will participate at these 

values or any upward movement has yet to be seen, but there is opportunity for strong 

rallies through the holiday season.
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